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Base Words

Welcome to REAL Programme!
The objective of REAL programme is to arouse
youngsters’ interest in learning English in a fun way playing rugby in a safe and controlled environment!
Not only will youngsters learn more vocabulary outside
their textbooks, their confidence in using English will
also be boosted.
Apart from learning English, youngsters will learn about
various skills and values through participating in the
programme. Rugby is a team sport which emphasizes
teamwork, co-operation and respect etc. These skills are
important both on and off the rugby field.

hello

goodbye

stop

go

left

right

up

down

water

front

back

catch

Mini Rugby
Mini rugby is a special version of the sport for
youngsters aged under 12. It was first seen in Hong
Kong at the Hong Kong Football Club in 1975. The first
Mini tournament at the famous international Hong Kong
Sevens came in 1980, and by the 1990s there were
over 1,200 players in 13 clubs.
Today there are more than 4,000 boys and girls playing
and enjoying mini rugby every Sunday at 20 clubs of
Hong Kong (19 districts).

hands out

try

pass

stand up

scores

sit down
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Little Bernie’s Dream: A Rugby Player

Additional Words

slow

Chapter 1 : The values of the sport-rugby

fast

legs

Little Bernie
Nick

a short boy,
one of Joe’s
teammates

shoulders

head up

press up

insecure of his own
height and weight,
wanted to join the
rugby team

Joe

the team’s
captain, who
loved rugby

Mr. Wu

Joe’s coach

Joe loved rugby. He was the captain of the rugby team at school. Everyone
loved Joe because he was a good player.
It was a new term and Joe’s classmates wanted to join the rugby team.
Most of them did not know much about rugby. They just wanted free
tickets to attend the Hong Kong Sevens.

pull

push

kick

put down

pick up

tackle

run

walk

drop

1
6

2
7

3
8

4
9

5
10

They gathered around Joe and asked him a lot of questions about rugby.
Joe started to talk about the ethos of rugby. He said, ‘This sport is mainly
about discipline, respect and teamwork...’ As Joe continued talking, some of
the boys started to move away when they heard the word ‘Discipline’.
They just wanted to have fun and the free tickets to the Hong Kong Sevens.
‘It is my dream to play rugby. Does size matter?’ Someone whispered.
Everyone turned around to see who was asking this question. They started
laughing when they saw Little Bernie at the door. Little Bernie was short
and fat. No one wanted to be Little Bernie’s friend because he always
picked his nose. ‘You can’t join the rugby team. You are to dirty and fat!’
The boys laughed. Joe looked at his classmates and said, ‘Laughing at
someone is not a sign of respect.’ Once the boys heard that, they were
ashamed and stopped laughing.
Joe went up to Little Bernie. Joe said...

To be continued...

Questions about Chapter 1

1. What was Joe good at?
2. Why did the boys want to join the rugby team?
3. Why did Little Bernie want to join the rugby team?
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Little Bernie’s Dream: A Rugby Player

Little Bernie’s Dream: A Rugby Player

Chapter 3 : A famous player from Hong Kong

Chapter 2 : Rules of the game

Rugby is not
about sizes or
height. It is about
teamwork. Do you
want to watch me
practise today?

‘Yes!’

Joe said, ‘Rugby is not about sizes or height. It is about teamwork,
Do you want to watch me practise today?’ Little Bernie could not hide his
excitement and he said, ‘Yes!’
After school, Joe invited Little Bernie to meet Joe’s teammates and his
coach, Mr. Wu. Little Bernie noticed some of Joe’s teammates were either
tall or fit. Little Bernie was disappointed and thought to himself, ‘I am so
short and fat. I am not going to make it!’
As if he could read his mind, Mr. Wu said, ‘Little Bernie, why don’t you sit
there and watch us play.’ Little Bernie agreed and went to the stand.
As Little Bernie watched, Mr. Wu asked the
teammates to form two teams.There were
seven players in a team. Mr. Wu blew the
whistle and Joe passed the ball to the
shortest boy behind him. The boy was
short but he ran very fast. Meanwhile,
the players from the other team tried
to stop that boy. However, the boy
was so fast that he crossed the try
line and he touched the ball on the
ground. Joe’s team erupted with joy.
Little Bernie was impressed with that boy’s performance. Though he was
short, he made up for it with his speed. Little Bernie was impressed with
Joe’s group. All of them worked together as a team and they won the
game.
To be continued...

Questions about Chapter 2

1. What did joe do to Little Bernie?
2. Why was Little Bernie impressed with Joe’s group?
3. What do you think Little Bernie would do?

‘Hey, do you want to join us for a game?” Mr Wu
yelled from the field. Little Bernie was excited but he
did not know what he could do to help. ’We are going
to try fifteen players this time. Why don’t you play
beside Nick?’ Mr. Wu told Little Bernie as he pointed
to the short boy. Little Bernie said, “OK!’
When Mr. Wu blew the whistle, Little Bernie ran
alongside Nick and listened to his teammate’s advice.
Little Bernie helped Nick make lots of tackles, and
their team won the game. Little Bernie was so powerful that he tackled
many boys. Nick was able to cross the try line many times with Little
Bernie’s help.
‘That was great, Little Bernie!’ Mr. Wu said, ‘Every member is different and
has his own strength and weakness. It is not about sizes or height/ It is
about what you can bring to the team. Let me give you a few examples. Do
you see Nick? Nick was not too confident when he joined the team. He was
afraid that he could not help the team because he was short and fat. He
Worked hard and he lost a lot of weight. He is short but he has made up for
it with his strength!’
‘And, Salom Yiu is another example.’ Mr. Wu continued as he pointed at the
poster on the wall. ‘Who is he?’ Little Bernie asked quietly. ‘That is Salom Yiu
and he is one of the best players in Hong Kong! He is not tall but he
represented Hong Kong and won the Borneo Sevens in 2010!’ Joe said
eagerly.
Mr. Wu nodded and said, ‘Don’t let your weight and height discourage you,
Little Bernie. From today’s practice, I can tell you have potential.’
Mr. Wu took out two tickets and said, ‘Joe, the Hong Kong Sevens is next
week. Take Little Bernie there and let him experience what rugby is about.’
‘Wow! Tickets to the Hong Kong Sevens! Thank you so much!’ Joe and Little
Bernie said excitedly.
To be continued...

Questions about Chapter 3

1. Who was Salom Yiu? What did he do?
2. What did Mr. Wu give Joe?
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Little Bernie’s Dream: A Rugby Player

Chapter 4 : Hong Kong Sevens

On the day of the event, Little Bernie and Joe woke up early to dress up. Joe
put on a Fiji rugby jersey to support his favourite team. Little Bernie put on
a headband to support the Hong Kong team.
As they entered the Hong Kong Stadium, Little Bernie’s eyes widened. The
atmosphere inside the stadium was electrified. He saw colourful flags and
dresses.
Everyone cheered loudly when the Hong Kong team entered the stadium.
‘Look! Salom Yiu!’ Little Bernie exclaimed as he pointed at the field.
Little Bernie and Joe watched excitedly as the Hong Kong team played with
different teams around the worlds. The Hong Kong team played well in the
tournament, and Little Bernie was impressed with Salom Yiu’s performance.
Little Bernie noticed that all the players from around the world were
different in sizes and height. Yet, their passion and the team spirit had
made the competition more enjoyable.
After the event, Little Bernie had more confidence in himself and he joined
the rugby team for a season, Though he was short and fat, he made up for it
with his passion and his team work.

Questions about Chapter 4

1. Which was Joe’s favourite team?
2. Which was Little Bernie’s favourite team?
3. What did Little Bernie do after the event?
4. What do you know about rugby?
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TRADITIONAL RUGBY CONCEPT

Traditional rugby is played with 15 players in a team. The objective of the game
is to score as many tries as possible. The game allows contact, but no dangerous
plays. Beside fifteen-a-side, there are also
seven-a-side and ten-a-side rugby. In
Hong Kong, the IRB Hong Kong Sevens
Tournament held every year is popular
and attracts people from all over the
world to join the event and have fun.

PITCH SIZE

The pitch size is similar to a football pitch.
The dead ball line is in the in-goal area, “H”
post or goal post is for the score or when
there is a penalty kick.
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KICK OFF

To Start or restart the game you
should kick the ball from the half way
line. The ball must travel past 10
meters beyond. All the kicking team’s
teammates must be behind the ball
kicker when it is kicked.

PASSING

You can never pass a ball forward, only sideways or backwards. This is a unique
aspect of rugby.

TIME

For fifteen-a-side match, the game consists of two 40-minute halves; two 10 min
halves for a ten-a-side, and two seven min halves seven-a-side game. Teams are
required to change ends at the half, there is a break interval of not more than
10-minutes for 15-a-side game.

SCORE / TRY

Points can be scored in several ways. When
an attacking player grounds “touch down” the
ball in the in-goal area, a try is worth 5 points.
After a try, the scoring team is given a chance
for a conversion kick (2 Points). You can also
kick a penalty to score points (3 points)

PENALTY

If the players infringe the law, a penalty is awarded to the opposite team, which
the team has option to either kick for goal or run. A player sent off for foul play
may not be replaced or substituted. A rugby game is always a discipline sport.

PLAYER POSITION (FORWARDS & BACKS)

Players are usually grouped into two categories, forwards and backs. Forwards
consist of the first eight players (No.1-8), and Backs from numbers 9-15. The
forwards are normally more muscular, which their jobs are to win the ball, they
also support the backs by securing or winning the balls after a tackle is made.
Backs need to have speed, agility, ability to pass (quick hand), and to have good
decision-making.

DEFNCE

Flat Line defense is the general pattern the
Defense team uses. The tackle can only be
made when the ball carrier is held by one or
more opponents and is brought to ground.
After a tackle, all other players must be on their
feet when they play the ball. Players are
considered on their feet when the ground or
players on the ground do not support their body.

SCRUM

Scrum
occurs
when
there is an accidental
infringement, for example:
forward pass, drop the
ball in front.
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LINE OUT

When the ball goes out of the touchline, the hooker will be the one to throw
the ball in between the two teams that will line up in single file of 7 each. They
contest by jumping for the ball.

Say it, then play it!
MAUL & RUCK

A RUCK is a phase of play where one or two players from each team, who are
on their feet, in physical contact, close around the ball on the ground. Open play
has ended. A MAUL occurs when one or more opponents hold a player carrying
the ball. More of the ball carrier’s teammates bind on the ball carrier. All the
players involved are on their feet and moving forwards a goal line. Open play
has ended.

Get REAL
Rugby English Active Learning
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The Story of Little Bernie (comic strip)
Joe talks about rugby.

Joe tells Bernie what rugby is about.

Little Bernie plays rugby.

Mr Wu talks to Bernie.

Mr Wu gives Bernie tickets for the
sevens.

Bernie dresses up for the sevens.

Little Bernie tells Joe he wants to play
rugby.

Bernie watches a rugby match.

Bernie and Joe watch the sevens.
Nick scores a try.
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Lesson 1 - Let’s learn about Rugby!

Key Words

Can you match the countries to the flag?

Australia

New Zealand

South Africa

pass

catch

tackle

touch

put (something) down

England

rugby ball

Scotland

A try

whistle
tryline

Wales

Ireland

Hong Kong

Fiji

Samoa
Ask your coaches......
Are you from Samoa?

Listen to your teacher say the words. Can you say them?
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Try this at home!

Lesson 2 - Passing and catching the ball

Match the words to the pictures!

Use the words below to complete the rules.

rugby ball
whistle

Score a try

pass (x2)

catch

a try

put (something) down
1.

tackle (x2)

tryline

Rules
Pass the ball

1. We play rugby with a Rugby ball. It looks like an egg.
2.

2. You need to ______ the ball to your team members.
3. You need to ______ the ball from your team members.
4. You _________ a player by touching them with both hands.
5. If you _________ a player they must ______ the ball.

Catch the ball

6. The coach will use a _________ to stop and start the game
3.

7. When you score a point, it is called ___ ______.
8. You score a try when you ____ the ball _____ behind the ________.

Tackle

4.
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Key Words

Try this at home!
What can you remember?
My coaches are called ________ and ________.

look at...

jump

touch

run

walk

backwards

___________ is from ____________.
Can you remember anything else about your coaches?

turn

............................................................................................................

sideline
forwards

___________ is from ____________.

............................................................................................................

left

right

Can you remember the rules of rugby?
You can’t run outside the ______________.
you must stop and ________ the ball if you are tackled.
You must _________ with both hands.
You must pass the ball ____________.

Listen to your teacher say the words. Can you say them?
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Lesson 3 - Teamwork

Key Words

There are six premier league teams in Hong Kong.
Can you match the badges to the description?
This club started in 1851.
It is Hong Kong Crisket
Club.

This is a lion standing up.
It is the badge of Hong
Kong Scottish.

An easy onem the USRC
Borelli Walsh Tigers.
You can see the name.

find

change

chest

hands

over here
inside

behind

over there
outside

This one has a dragon
and the date 1886. It is
Hong Kong Football
Club.
This one is easy. It says
Kowloon RFC so this
must be Kowloon.

This looks like a horse or
a chess piece. This is
Valley RFC.

Listen to your teacher say the words. Can you say them?
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Try this at home!

Lesson 4 - Let’s Play Rugby!

Rugby Table

Can you write about the scores?
PI

W

PF

PA

PD

1 Societe Generale Valley

15

11

1

3

404

254

150

53

2 Kowloon RFC

15

10

0

5

340

275

65

45

3 Bloomberg HK Scottish

15

9

0

6

352

336

16

43

4 Natixis HKFC

15

7

1

7

339

324

15

37

Scottish beat USRC Tigers by

5 Herbert Smith Freehills HKCC

15

3

1

11

321

444

-123

20

____ points.

6 Borrelli Walsh USRC Tigers

15

3

1

11

272

395

-123

18

a) Who was top of the league?
b) Who was bottom?

D

L

Pts

................................

................................

c) How many games did each of the teams play?

HKFC beat HKCC by four points.

Kowloon lost to Valley by _______
________.

.....................
HKCC ______ Kowloon ____ _______

PD is point’s difference.

________.
d) Who had the best point’s difference?

......................................

e) Who had the worst point’s difference? ......................................
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Try this at home!

Key Words

Read about this player. Check these words in your dictionary first:
fascinated
atmosphere

pass the ball backwards

turn left

turn right

tackle with both hands

catch the ball with both hands

research
full-time

massive

tournaments

professional

Salom Yiu Kam Shing (姚錦成) is a Hong Kong Rugby Union player. He plays
for the Hong Kong national rugby team. This is what he says:
‘I went to my first Hong Kong Rugby Sevens
in 2000, when there were only five Chinese
players in the team, and I was fascinated
by the sport, so I started doing research
about it.’

stay inside the sidelines

don‛t go outside the sidelines

Honours

Silver medal - 2009 East Asian Games
Silver medal - 2010 Asian Games

‘I think people around the world love the
Hong Kong Sevens. Audience size is
massive at the stadium. I’ve benn to
tournaments in other countries such as
Japan but the atmosphere is not like Hong
Kong.’

Listen to your teacher say the words. Can you say them?

He become a full-time professional in April 2013.
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Play Rugby Quiz

Scoring Points

A Tackle

Rugby is usually played with 15 or 7 men or women in each side. Read about the rules of
rugby and try the quiz.

Rugby Fifteens

Rugby Sevens

There are fifteen player on each team.
There are seven players on each team.
Eight players are forwards and seven are backs. Three players are forwards and four are backs.

When you score a try your team gets 5 points.
After a try your team can get more points by
kicking the ball between the posts. If you do
this you will get 2 more points.

In rugby Fifteens or Sevens you tackle by
pulling another player down to the floor.

Passing

A Scrum

You Can only pass the ball backwards or to
the side.

When players do this it is a scrum. This
happens because someone broke a rule. For
example, the passed the ball forwards.

Rugby is played on a grass field. There are posts at both ends. The posts are very
important. The posts look like the letter H.

A Lineout

If the ball goes out of play there is a lineout. The
players line up in two rows and then try to catch
the ball.
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Do you want to play rugby again? There are lots of clubs you can join.

Try the quiz now!
Correct the False answers. The first one is an example.

You can pass the ball forwards.

True/False

This is false. You can pass the ball backwards or to the side.

1. You get 10 points if your team scores a try. True/ False

2. You get two more points of you can kick the ball between the posts. True/ False

3. There are five premier league teams in Hong Kong. True/False

4. If the ball goes out of play there is a scrum. True/False

Mini rugby Clubs

Youth Rugby Clubs

Police Beakthrough

Police Beakthrough

East Kowloon RFC

East Kowloon RFC

Tai Hang Tung Siaolin

Kowloon Lions

USRC Tigers RFC

USRC Tigers RFC

Sai Kung Stingrays

Sai Kung Stingrays

Shatin Shapei

Flying Kukris

Flying Kukris

Tai Po RFC

Tai Po RFC

Tin Shui Wai Eagles

Tin Shui Wai Eagles

Tsuen Wan Rhinos

Tsuen Wan Rhinos

Twisters RFC

Tuen Mun Sharks

SCAA Causeway Bay

Monkeys

Hong Kong Football Club

SCAA Causeway Bay

Aberdeen Dolphins

Hong Kong Football Club

HKU (Sandy Bay)

Aberdeen Dolphins

Valley Fort RFC

HKU (Sandy Bay)

South Lantau Buffaloes RFC

Hong Kong East RFC

Discovery Bay Pirates

Valley Fort RFC
South Lantau Buffaloes RFC
Discovery Bay Pirates

5. In non-contact rugby there are no scrums or lineouts. True/False

The answers are in the back of this book

Tung Chung Rugby Club
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Quiz Answers
1. You get 10 points if your team scores a try. True/False

This is false. You get 5 points if your team scores a try.

Feedback
Your rugby lessons are finished now.
Complete the quiestionnaire and tell us what you think of REAL.

2. You get two more points of you can kick the ball between the posts. True/False

This is true.

3. There are five premier league teams in Hong Kong. True/False

This is false. There are six teams in the premier league.

4. If the ball goes out of play there is a scrum. True/False

This is false. There is a lineout.

5. In non-contact rugby there are nno scrums or lineouts. True/False

This is true.

Yes a lot!

Yes.

No.

1. I learned how to play rugby
2. I worked hard
3. I enjoyed playing rugby with my
classmates
4. I practiced my English
5. I did my homework

6. What can rugby help you to do?
Make friends
Get fit
Relax
Learn English
Have fun
Respect other students

7. Write a comment below.

....................................................................................................
....................................................................................................
....................................................................................................
....................................................................................................
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HONG KONG RUGBY UNION
Room 2001, Olympic House, 1 Stadium Path
So Kon Po, Causeway Bay, Hong Kong

香港 銅鑼灣 大球場徑一號
奧運大樓 二樓2001室
Tel: 2504 8311
Fax: 2576 7237
/hkrugby

Email: Info@hkrugby.com
Web: www.hkrugby.com
/hongkongrugby

/hkrugby

Rugby - A Game for All!
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